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*1: Put single space at “▯”.
*2: Middle name and First name must be written only initials.
*3: “&” should be spelled out as “and”.
*4: The order of first name (F), middle name (M) and last name (L) of all authors in IJERD is as follows.
L1st autherast-name,▯M1.F1.,▯L2nd ast-name,▯M2.F2.,▯L3rd ast-name,▯M3.F3.▯and▯L4th ast-name,▯M4.F4.
*5: Capitalize only at the first letter of paper's title.
*6: Capitalize the first letter of each word in issuer’s information.
*7: “P” or “pp” should not be placed before page numbers.
*8: Please put DOI information for papers as much as possible.
*9: It is not necessary to put the confirmation date of the URL. URL information that will be lost within a few years
should not be referred.
*10-(1): The font should be Times New Roman at 10 point.
*10-(2): Based on the rules *1-*9, “Comma”, “Period” and “Space” become as follows.
Between author's name
Comma + single space (except for before last author's name)
After last author's name
Period + single space
After published year
Period + single space
Afer paper title
Comma + single space
After Issuer’s information
Comma + single space
The end of References
Period (except for the end of URL information)
[Sample in case of “Book”]
Mihara,▯M.▯and▯Fujimoto,▯A.▯(Eds.)▯2009.▯Sustainable▯farming▯practices▯for▯environmental▯conservation,▯
Institute▯of▯Environmental▯Rehabilitation▯and▯Conservation,▯ISBN▯4-916174-08-9,▯Japan.
[Sample in case of “Report”]
Intergovernmental▯Panel▯on▯Climate▯Change▯ (IPCC).▯2013.▯Climate▯change▯2013:▯The▯physical▯science
basis,▯IPCC,▯Geneva,▯Switzerland,▯Retrived▯from▯https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/
[Sample in case of “FAO STAT”]
Food▯and▯Agriculture▯Organization▯(FAO).▯2021.▯FAOSTAT,▯Rome,▯Itary,▯Retrieved▯from
https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/
[Sample in case of “Doctoral thesis” or “Master's thesis” (Bachelor’s thesis can't be referred)]
Maltz,▯A.C.▯2000.▯Defining▯and▯measuring▯organizational▯success,▯A▯multi-dimensional▯framework,▯PhD▯
Dissertation,▯Stevens▯Institute▯of▯Technology,▯USA.
[Sample in case of “Website” (Wikipedia, WEB news, and sites whose reliability is not guaranteed cannot
be referred)]
U.S.▯Government▯Printing▯Office.▯2016.▯Country▯comparison,▯Stock▯of▯direct▯foreign▯investment,▯The
World▯Factbook,▯Washington,▯D.C.,▯USA,▯Retrieved▯from▯https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/theworld-factbook
*Other notes on references
-References to published work should be referred to in the text by the last name(s) of author(s) followed by the year of
publication in parentheses. For example, one may write "weed buffer is very effective in minimizing soil and nitrogen
losses (Mihara, 2005) ".
-As for referring several existing studies one may write " (Smith, 2005; Kato et al., 2007) ".
-Electronic publications and regularly issued, dated electronic journals are permitted as references.
-The references should be in the alphabetical order of the last name of the first author.
-When there are two or more of the same author in the same year, published year should be described as 2018a, 2018b.
-For books, the country should be indicated after the name of the book.
-Please describe full names of journal and organization.
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